Phishing

Be aware of

Don’t bite
Don’t Get Hooked by a Scam

Phishing is an email fraud method used by hackers and thieves. The email appears to come from a legitimate sender luring unsuspecting recipients into providing their personal, financial, or credential-related information. The scammers use that information to commit identity theft, gain access to your accounts, and even hack your computer.

Sign up for Phishing Alerts!

UA Information Security alerts campus about the latest phishing attacks on our website. Users can subscribe to the feed and receive alerts in their email inboxes. Go to security.arizona.edu/phishing-alerts.

Help Us: Report that Phish!

Did you receive a phish that you don’t find in the alerts? Report the phish to our office at: security.arizona.edu/report-incident

Visit our Phishing Page!

For information on phishing and how to protect yourself from getting hooked, visit our website at: security.arizona.edu/phishing
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